Our Story

Custom handmade rugs have been our passion since
1968. Founded in the small village of Kaavi in
northeastern Finland, our company still takes pride in
offering a sustainable alternative for our customers.
We want our customers to be able to enjoy the feel of
unique custom-made quality at home. All our rugs are
made to order and tailored to the customer’s individual
wishes. We want to be an inspiring choice for interior
design and environmentally conscious living.

ANKI Ruusukas

ANKI Rugs

Our collection of handmade rugs consists of several
designs with an elegant yet classic Nordic touch. We
use pure natural materials, reused cotton for weft and
strong linen for warp. Materials combined with the
craftmanship of our professional artisans and great
attention to detail are the key to our high quality.
At ANKI we produce everything by hand from tearing
of the cotton to dyeing and weaving of the rug. Our
large selection of colours and designs makes it easy to
complete the interior with a matching rug.
ANKI rugs are highly functional – they are reversible,
easy to wash and allergy-friendly. Cotton doesn’t tie
dust and may be washed with soap and water making
special detergents unnecessary. The ANKI cotton rug
doesn’t lose its shape and will last for generations.

ANKI Classic Colours
Our dye-work has years of experience in finding new shades. In our
recipe book, we have more than 270 shades. The ANKI Classic Colours include some 30 most vibrant colours. Select your own
desired colour for your custom handmade rug. Usually our rugs have
two or three carefully chosen colours that create a perfect match.
Finishing
There are three options for the edging

A. sewn fabric edge

B. hand-braided linen edging

C. traditional linen fringes

Customized size
In addition to the colours and designs, our customers may determine
the exact width and length or choose from our standard rug sizes.
width

min 2’6” / 70 cm

lenght

up to 29’6” / 900cm

max 9’4” / 285 cm

Rug design tool
Release your creativity and become the designer of your own unique rug.
Visit our Rug design tool!

www.ankirugs.com/rugtool

CLASSIC COLOURS

CLASSIC SISAL COLOURS

*The exact colours may differ from the printed material.
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